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UQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING BUILDING
RICHARD KIRK ARCHITECT HASSELL JOINT VENTURE

The jury was greatly impressed by this project, which has been designed as an open vessel for learning. Facilities and learning processes are highly visible to inspire both students and visitors. The architects have taken an extremely complex program including teaching spaces, a 500-seat auditorium, laboratories, research facilities and office spaces – and resolved a building that is also a delightful space to occupy.

Set within the subtropical climate of the University of Queens and St Lucia campus, the building houses the School of Civil Engineering and the Queensland Centre for Advanced Materials Processing and Manufacturing. Three volumes feed off a central “street,” a scheme which works both in plan and in section. A sense of discovery pervades the building, with key spaces open to view and explained to assist the learning process.

Clear planning, innovative, flexible spaces and laboratories that allow for progressive teaching contribute to the success of this building. The large foyer has been used as a showcase for manufactured goods, displaying manufacturing processes and materials.

The whole project has become a “living building” to allow for finite measuring and monitoring of its performance in climatic and structural terms. The aim of the building is to be a lifelong learning tool directly related to the student curriculum.

As a public facility, this building excels. It has also been designed as a 5 Star Green Star building and therefore forms a new benchmark in sustainability in the subtropical region. This is an important achievement, with the potential for broad application throughout the community.

UQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING BUILDING WAS REVIEWED BY HANK DECK AND JACQUELINE COOZEER MARSHALL ARCHITECTURE AUSTRALIA JANUARY 2014. SEE ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW ARTICLE ON ADVANCED ENGINEERING BUILDING.

ARCHITECT: Richard Kirk Architect Hassell Joint Venture / Project team: The Jenn, Peter Hamilton (project architect) Richard Kirk, Mark Longhurst (design architect), Paul Chung, Andrew Dunsdon, Federico Medek, Jonathan West, Stephen Churcher, Adam Laming, Mitch Read, Kirk Sittick, Mark Warden, Mark Craig, Daniel Lee, Troy King, Bill Loh, Siygen Lu, Max Young, Catherine Van Der Heide STRUCTURAL, CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING AND COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS Arup MECHANICAL, HYDRAULIC AND SERVICES CONSULTANTS 3DQ Consultants LANDSCAPE Hassell INTERIOR DESIGN Hassell SHORT LIST CONSULTANTS Aiken Consulting IPG Primetest Builtform PROGRAMMING CONSULTANTS JTB Design PROJECT MANAGER Peter Sampson, University of Queensland PROJECT MANAGER Peter Sampson, University of Queensland PHOTOGRAPHER Peter Bunnell
UQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING BUILDING

RICHARD KIRK ARCHITECT

HASSELL JOINT VENTURE

The UQ Advanced Engineering Building has a highly complex program, with a number of buildings and spaces designed to achieve a great sense of openness, transparency, and natural light. The building is designed to be environmentally sensitive and sustainable, with a focus on energy efficiency and natural light.

Clear planning, flexible spaces, and a variety of configurations allow the building to adapt to the needs of the users. The design of the building is intended to create a sense of openness and collaboration, encouraging collaboration and interaction among the occupants.

The building's design incorporates sustainable materials and technologies, such as solar panels, which help to reduce the building's energy consumption.

The UQ Advanced Engineering Building is a net-zero carbon building, which means that it generates as much energy as it consumes. This is achieved through the use of innovative design and technology, including solar panels and energy-efficient lighting.

The building's design is intended to create a sense of openness and collaboration, encouraging interaction among the occupants. The building is designed to be environmentally sensitive and sustainable, with a focus on energy efficiency and natural light.
UQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING BUILDING
RICHARD KIRK ARCHITECT HASSELL JOINT VENTURE

JURY CITATION

Part of the brief from the University of Queensland was that this building should establish a new benchmark in sustainable design. The result, which has received a 5 Star Green Star rating and which has innovative sustainability features throughout, is a significant achievement, with the potential for broad application throughout the tertiary sector and the community beyond.

The building, which houses the School of Civil Engineering and the Queensland Centre for Advanced Materials Processing and Manufacturing, is set within the subtropical climate of the University of Queensland’s St Lucia campus. Brisbane has one of the world’s most benign climates; seven out of ten days are at a comfortable temperature, meaning the building can largely be naturally ventilated. Several fine-grain modes of climate control or blended systems are used as a backup for times when ambient temperatures go above or below the comfort range. A large thermal labyrinth beneath the building is used to temper air supply to the HVAC system – helping to reduce the load on the system. Modelling demonstrates total carbon production at thirty kilograms per square metre of gross floor area per annum.

The building incorporates Glulam timber for the structure and facade, all produced and manufactured in Queensland, demonstrating the appropriateness of this technology as an alternative to steel and aluminium. The project leads the way in making extensive use of locally sourced renewable resources, local industry and local manufacturing.

This project demonstrates the potential for innovation to achieve outcomes beyond established targets and to promote inherently sustainable local industries. The jury was thoroughly impressed by the building, which not only sets a new benchmark in sustainability, but is also a delight to experience.

UQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING BUILDING WAS REVIEWED BY HAG BECK AND JACKIE COOPER IN ARCHITECTURE AUSTRALIA JAN/FEB 2014.
SEE ARCHITECTUREAU.COM/ARTICLES/ADVANCED-ENGINEERING-BUILDING
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